INTENSIVE LAW & TRIAL
In Collaboration with Stanford Law School

June 24 – July 3, 2017
July 5 – July 14, 2017
July 16 – July 25, 2017
July 26 – August 4, 2017

2017 Sample Schedule*

**Day One: Arrival of Scholars and Program Welcome**
- Registration
- Campus Orientation
- Welcome to Intensive Law & Trial
- Keynote Address: *The Future of Legal Education*
- Roles, Responsibilities, and Case Review

**Day Two: Building a Case – Theory and Practice**
- Simulation Workshop: *Introduction to Mock Trial*
- Skills Workshop: *Goal Setting and Understanding Personality Styles*
- An Introduction to Law (Civil vs. Criminal)
- Simulation Workshop: *Building a Case – Theme and Theory*
- Skills Workshop: *Negotiation*
- Quiz Show

**Day Three: Approach the Bench**
- Simulation Workshop: *Creating Compelling Opening Statements*
- Professor Insights: *Accessing Justice*
- Campus Tour
- Simulation Workshop: *Case Document Review*
- Professor Insights: *Negligence and Torts Law*
- Simulation Workshop: *Drafting an Opening Statement*

**Day Four: Direct Examination**
- How to Conduct Direct Examination
- Simulation Workshop: *Witness Preparation*
- Practicing the Elements of a Case
- College Success Workshop: Feedback and Growth
- Simulation Workshop: *Interviewing a Witness*

*This schedule of events is a composite based on past schedules and is provided as an example of the overall quality and scope of the experience offered. The 2017 specific schedule, locations, and details may vary and will be made available online prior to the start of the program.*
Day Five: Cross Examinations
Skills Workshop: Public Speaking Through Improv
College Admissions Planning Seminar**
Effective Strategies of a Cross Examination
College Planning Workshop: College Options and Selection
Skills Workshop: Personal Case Study
Guest Speaker: Public Defender

Day Six: Evidence and Hearsay
College Planning Workshop: Key Academic Behaviors
Professor Insights: Defining Evidence and Hearsay
Professor Insights: Before and After Advocacy
Skills Workshop: Objections
Explore San Francisco
   The Embarcadero
   Fisherman’s Wharf
   Pier 39
   Ghirardelli Square

Day Seven: Closing Arguments
Professor Insights: Appellate and Supreme Court Arguments
Creating a Dynamic Closing Argument
Career Planning Seminar: Becoming a Litigation Attorney
Professor Insights: Legal Ethics
Simulation Workshop: Drafting a Closing Argument
Scholar Variety Show

Day Eight: Finalizing a Case
Connecting College to Career
Objection, Your Honor: Reviewing Courtroom Management
Simulation Workshop: Final Case Preparations
Interactive Group Legal Debates
DJ Dance Social

Day Nine: Law and Trial in Action
Simulation Workshop: Preliminary Rounds – Case Presentations
Guest Speaker: Northern California Innocence Project
Simulation Finale: Case Presentations
   San Francisco Superior Courthouse

Day Ten: Establishing a Personal Vision
Skills Workshop: Personal Mission Statement – Setting and Attaining Goals
Program Debrief and Farewell
Departure of Participants

**Participation in the forum does not give an advantage in admission to Stanford University.